SHELTERS HURT DISARMAMENT
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For military problem, a matter of controlling the arms race. As these political and military issues overlapped, they were perceived in either field. By reducing the military component of the confrontation— which we could safely do—we would immediately open up more areas for political accommodation.

Cries for protection

Dr. Wiesner has been faced with the disarmament question since World War II, when he was involved with the development of defense systems. In 1957 he was appointed to the Gaither study, which was banned by President Eisenhower in answer to cries for protection with bomb shelters.

The President was in effect saying: “Assuming that a nuclear war was going to occur, what actions should the government take to protect the people and insure the survival of our society and its political institutions?”

A psychological blow

What was called for, then, was a system of defense installations and shelters. But Dr. Wiesner began to question the effects of these measures as a means of preventing war and as a psychological blow against potential tension and allies.

Dr. Wiesner felt that he had gained some insights into the problem, which he utilized in advising the three presidents. Among them were the following: (1) no matter how much we would spend on defenses, only partial protection could result; (2) a massive civil defense program would heighten public tension and at most, certainly lead to war; (3) an extended arms race would pave the way for an arms race by other nations; and (4) no peace would result from armaments that we could potentially bring peace would be cancelled.

Frinkly: What is stopping us?
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